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Love planet, Venus, rules Taurus and gives this cycle an aura of security
and practical insight. The Love Goddess brings her magic to enhance your
landscape with a gorgeous display of flowering shrubs, plants and trees. Avid
gardeners prep the soil for warm weather fruits and veggies, while patio gardeners
plant fragrant herbs. Taurus owns a famous green thumb and resonates to all things
beautiful in the home and green space. The perfect gifts for Taurus include self-help
seminars, creative ventures, musical venues and elegant suppers. Taurus loves to be
pampered so why not extend an invitation to a play, a classy dinner, or a concert to
celebrate the birthday event?
IMPORTANT DATES
April 22: Earth Day
April 26: Administrative Professionals Day
May 1: May Day
May 5: Cinco de Mayo
May 14: Mothers’ Day
ALERTS: Take note of current scams making the rounds such as the schools accepting
your admission and needing your missing information, those stalking you for political
contributions, the “contaminated water scare and you better get your water quality
checked or else”; the missing heir scam; the IRS demand for an immediate call and the
ones telling you that you have been selected for a special prize after thanking you for
entering their contest (which you did not do); the missing heir caper where you wire
money to obtain access to your inheritance and the urgent mail asking you to verify
that you received your newly-issued credit card. International thieves are also looking
to steal your smart phone data by posing as your provider and asking you for personal
information. Send these notifications directly to SPAM without opening. Stay safe and
secure and provide nothing to scammers.
The winner of the $10 drawing for March is KL. April clients who schedule
consultations of one hour or more are also eligible for this discount in the drawing
scheduled for April 30. The May winner will receive a copy of the 2017 Herbal
Almanac. Monthly drawings are normally scheduled for the last day of the month and
winners receive notification via e-mail. Payments for all services go via PayPal
(www.paypal.com) where you can use either credit cards or debit cards directly from

your checking or savings account at this secure site which notifies me when the funds
have been received in my account. The PayPal affiliated e-mail account is
alice.deville27@gmail.com. My phone number is 1-813-374-5398.
Congratulations to J and J on the birth of their son, P. Happy anniversary to B and J.
TAURUS and THE YEAR AHEAD
Happy Birthday, Taurus! Your Sun Sign displays the qualities of grace,
sensibility, artistic leanings and resourcefulness while ruling the income-oriented 2nd
House of earning power and salary, money you have at your disposal, how you spend
your hard-earned cash, what goods and services you desire, personal development,
material possessions and people who provide you with related services including those
in the banking, self-improvement and teaching industries. You normally work for and
attract lucrative work and when it doesn’t satisfy your goals you move on to another
venue using the finely-honed skills and diplomacy you own. Born under the sign of the
Bull, you are both an earth sign and the first of four fixed signs. Your will is strong
along with the passion and determination to succeed. Some material in this section
applies to those with a Taurus Ascendant or a heavy concentration of Taurus planets.
Consult your astrologer for full details. This year the Sun enters your sign on April 19
at 5:27 PM EDT and leaves on May 20 at 4:31 PM EDT. Jupiter in Libra aspects your
Taurus sun in your solar 6th House of everyday activity, schedules, organization,
health, work and work contacts, pets and nutrition where it remains through this
year’s birthday cycle. The transit happens every 12 years based on activity in the
work place which affects emerging decisions based on your chart aspects and planets
connected to this house. Now you have opportunities to expand your work contacts,
excel at collaborative ventures, organize personal and work space, learn more about
fitness and nutrition, acquire a pet if you are thinking of it and improving your overall
health. Many a Taurus will invest in a kitchen makeover or new equipment. Many a
Taurus has let health go or forgot to exercise and is now looking for a way to restore
balance. Still others are working way too much and partners in primary relationships
may be complaining loudly about lack of availability. You won’t be able to ignore the
demands of significant others because Jupiter stays in this house until October 10
when it moves to Scorpio and visits your solar 7th house of business and romantic
partners, roommates, the public, advisors, consultants, legal and medical
professionals and hostile parties. Partnership matters take center stage bringing a
variety of decision-making opportunities. Venus has been retrograde during early
2017 and bounced around in Pisces, Aries and Taurus. Now it is heading back into
your sign in your solar 1st House from April 28-June 6 so the emphasis may shift for you
toward romantic pursuits, a physical makeover, attention to wardrobe and making
plans for your social life. Mars is in Taurus during the next month and occupies your
solar 1st House of self-discovery. You will soon learn what is pushing your buttons
and making you impatient and scrappy with others. Stay calm when interacting with
employers, collaborators, personal and professional partners and the public. Give
yourself a break as well because you can’t do everything in a day. Saturn in
Sagittarius in your solar 8th House leads you to entertain new employment options,
get rid of debt or consolidate it via a low-interest loan or mortgage; examine joint
income, deal with escrow and estate matters, and make an internal assessment of
your psyche as well as the intimate side of your life. Although it has taken much
more of your time than usual in the last two years, money management remains on the
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agenda. Some Tauruses may intercede on another’s behalf and help sort out
difficulties or make decisions on how to handle fiscal responsibilities. Shaky
relationships get the boot or require professional examination to sort out difficulties.
Those of you born May 11-21 experience the inconjunct aspect to Saturn through
December 19. Seek out savvy business planners, attorneys, and asset advisors to bring
accounts into balance. Late-born Tauruses may undergo surgery. Uranus in Aries is
bursting at the seams to reveal burning secrets in your solar 12th House of behindthe-scenes activity, recuperation, hospital visiting, inner healing, unburdening the
mind and mystical experiences, especially if you were born May 9-20. Think about the
consequences of breaking a promise to one who trusts you in favor of the big reveal
that is not ready for public knowledge. Instead, find out more about your ancestry and
family history from professional searches or from senior family members whose life
experiences may be very different from your own. If you have neglected dear ones, it
is time to reconnect. You’re not a big fan of the sudden impact Uranus leaves and
prefer to plan for calmer outcomes – Uranus may not be able to wait in the wings, so
get ready for a blast of revelations or activity you had not anticipated. With 12th House
activity, be vigilant regarding cyber safety and be sure software is up to date.
Neptune in Pisces is beautifully compatible with your sign, Taurus, and especially
in this cycle for those born April 29-May 5 in your solar 11th House of goals, wishes,
friendships, political connections, professional affiliates, and organizations. You could
be drawn to spiritual and metaphysical groups or realize that your personal intuition
intensifies as you examine all facets of group activity and separate truth from fiction
in performance and goals. Pay close attention to your inner voice when taking a leap
into the void and making changes you felt were premature. The recurring flashes of
insight are giving you the go-ahead to proceed. In matters of love find your most
patient gene and get to know prospective partners even if your loving heart is beating
wildly. Neptune could show you both sides of psychic breakthroughs as well as the
fogginess of illusion. You will deal with each facet this year. Just be sure to have fun
along the way. Pluto in Capricorn affects you if born May 5-11 in a positive, intense
and transformative way in the solar 9th House of long-distance travel, publishing
and journalism, foreigners, in-laws, higher education, languages, spirituality, legal
matters, professional opinions and culture. If these themes surface, you will
understand why it is time to alter the Big Picture and move toward the life you really
want. Take the time to review long-term goals and tweak the current ones to make
room for evolving dynamics. If you go through a lazy cycle – and that is not like Taurus
– get back on track as soon as you realize the grass is growing under your feet. Some of
you have enjoyable travel and educational opportunities ahead, engage in cultural
exchanges leading to a boost of knowledge, or learn how to adapt to in-laws or foreign
visitors who come for a long visit. Back to school for certain Tauruses to give your
career a boost while others travel extensively for work; or pleasure if retired. Stay
flexible to let your energy shine in the year ahead. Success looks good on you.
Your birthday cycle embraces all 4 of the eclipses prominent during 2017
and two in early 2018. The houses to keep an eye on in the year ahead are your
solar 4th, 11th, 10th, 4th, 4th and 10th in that order through February 15th. First up is
the lunar eclipse of February 10th in Leo in your 4th House of home and
foundations. This house could be the site of mayhem and drama in the family or home
whether they evolve from people moving in and out, celebrating promotions or good
news, or just because you finally got your kitchen back after half a year of remodeling
activity. If additional projects are on the horizon, do your homework and just don’t
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start it during Mercury retrograde. The first solar eclipse of the year fell in Pisces in
your solar 11th House of associations, humanitarian interests, friends, groups, goals
and wishes. This powerful eclipse shakes up the status quo in relationships especially
for later born Tauruses, making goal adjustment a priority. Take the time to refine
your plans and accelerate the prospects for identifying more satisfying personal and
professional rewards. Certain Tauruses find new associates and groups everywhere you
go this year and delightfully, they seem a good match for your interests adding to the
fun and enjoyment of close encounters. The third eclipse of 2017 occurs on August
7th a full Moon lunar eclipse in Aquarius that appears in your solar 10h House of
career, ambition, climbing the ladder, examining your life status, family conditions
and authority figures of all types. Aquarius represents chaos and rebellion and brings
out the desire to shake up the status quo. If you are bored with current reality in the
work place or you are contemplating retirement and changes on the home front, this
eclipse stirs up an array of ideas and possible choices for your next steps. If people in
your circle say you have changed, take them up on the invitation to sit down and talk.
You may learn much about the power of observation and find new solutions to pending
matters. On August 21, the final eclipse of 2017 occurs in Leo (solar), a new moon
eclipse that occupies your solar 4th House of family, home life, base of operation,
parents, your physical home and surroundings and the ongoing dynamics in this
part of your chart. This eclipse strongly relates to the one that occurred on February
10. This is wrap-up time (through early 2018) for your major undertakings and you can
bask in the sunshine of success knowing you gave with passion and enthusiasm. You’ll
probably start another project and can go full steam ahead so it reaches completion
by mid-2018. Single Tauruses meet new partners or hear from pen pals and longdistance friends. Accept those reunion invitations and travel. You may receive unusual
job offers that require some risk-taking. The first eclipse of 2018 falls on January 31,
a full Moon, in Leo, in the 4th House of home base, indicating there is more to do at
home either in terms of the family or ongoing household renovations. Some of you
want to put your home on the market in 2018 and may be looking at cosmetic
upgrades to showcase your home’s finest assets. Consult a Feng Shui expert to
maximize your home’s positive energy. The first solar eclipse of 2018 occurs at
27°Aquarius in your 10th House of career, authority, family status, career standing
and decisions. You have opportunities to pursue new assignments, accept more
responsibility in the workplace, shine in your performance and gain the trust of bosses
and executives up the chain of command. Be sure to include some down time and
artistic pursuits to break up routine in your daily life. Relax and enjoy the unexpected
and draw happiness to your heart. This birthday cycle is a smorgasbord of
opportunities to expand your horizon. Celebrate success!
Famous Taurus personalities include: Carmen Electra, Queen Elizabeth II,
Craig Ferguson, Adele, James McAvoy, Tina Fey, Jessica Lange, Eric Mabius, Andie
McDowell, Jack Nicholson, Shirley MacLaine, Al Pacino, Renee Zellweger, Jason Lee,
Penelope Cruz, Jay Leno, Jessica Alba, Andre Agassi, Tony Danza, Daniel Day-Lewis,
Jerry Seinfeld, Elaine May, Michelle Pfeiffer, Uma Thurman, Kirsten Dunst, Willie
Nelson, David Beckham, Bridget Moynahan, John Daly, Carla Hall, Patti LuPone, James
Brown, Mary McDonnell, Elisabeth Rohm, Audrey Hepburn, Mark Zuckerberg, Randy
Travis, Stephen Colbert, George Clooney, Cheryl Burke, Charles Grodin, Carla Hall,
Tony Blair, Eva Peron, Iggy Pop, Enrique Inglesias, Billy Joel, Rosario Dawson, Candice
Bergen, Bono, David Gergen, Gabriel Byrne, Katherine Hepburn, Stephen Baldwin,
Dennis Rodman, Harvey Keitel, Stevie Wonder, Cate Blanchett, George Lucas, Debra
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Winger, Janet Jackson, Pierce Brosnan, Tori Spelling, Dennis Hopper, Chow Yun-Fat,
Nora Ephron, Busta Rhymes, America Ferrara and Cher.
PLANETS’ ACTIVITY APRIL 19-MAY 20
You may be wondering how the world and conditions in it are changing so
rapidly since you read this section last month. Emerging eclipse activity has our
country front and center on the global stage not to mention the positions of the
transiting planets and how their influence is triggering activity in the U.S. and several
countries with whom our relationships are fragile. Will we go to war this year? That is
the question on the minds of U.S. and world citizens, countries across the globe, allies
and those whose interests do not align with ours. Among the lineup of planets that I
place in astrology charts, I also use 4 main Asteroids, Ceres, Juno, Pallas and Vesta in
your charts. I feel they provide hidden insight or additional insight into the client’s
chart interpretation and have been using their interpretations in my work since the
late 90’s. I once had a license plate that read “Pallas”. When studying the charts of
politicians or countries it is important to look at the placement of Pallas, the
asteroid goddess whose presence reflects the likelihood of good or poor political
strategy. A leader needs excellent judgment and intelligence to get a grasp on what is
going on in the world – economy, politics and social picture that a well-placed Pallas
promises. Pallas describes the advisors influencing the President so the house it
resides in and its relationship to other planets is key to successfully implementing
strategies. Progressed Pallas in the President’s chart is retrograde in Sagittarius at
precisely the same degree where Saturn in Sagittarius turned retrograde a few weeks
ago, resulting in demotion of key advisors like Steve Bannon, keeping Kellyanne
Conway off the circuit, stopping Nunes from getting any more attention and ta da –
changing his position on China and other previously front-burner agenda items; as well
as moving against Syria, one of Russia’s solid allies. Additionally, Trump’s chart shows
Pallas in his 5th House of children and it appears from who is holding key positions in
his family-dominated West Wing that his children are his key advisors regardless of
their lack of government experience, including son-in-law Jared Kushner. (See next
section under People, Places and Topics in the news.) Natally, his Pallas in Capricorn
(seeker of truth) opposes Mercury in Cancer (quality of the mind, facts,
communication) which could account for the frequent stretching of the truth. As of
this writing, The President’s Pallas is getting bombarded by oppositions and squares so
that the merry-go-round will continue right into the time of the hearings on Russian
intervention in our 2016 election. Expect more reversals, directional changes and
alternative facts.
Mercury is retrograde in Taurus and slides back into Aries on April 20 before going
direct on May 3. Continue to plan, research and clean up old projects while waiting for
opportune times to start new ones. Remember if you apply for and win a job under
this aspect, the job won’t be anything like you thought and you won’t stay in it. Venus
just turned direct in Pisces on April 15th and moves to Aries on the 28th. Take
advantage of this period to examine relationships, in fact, do a relationship inventory
and let go of any that are no longer fulfilling or meaningful. Remember that not
everyone cares about what you value. If you find that you are more out of sight and
out of mind with certain individuals, let go and focus on finding new connections. If
you stay invisible, you stay stuck. For many the recent Full Moon in Libra was a wakeup call to acknowledge that certain relationships are on a one-way course and that you
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deserve more balance in relationships with those who love you back. Mars, the

planet of action, moves from Taurus to Gemini on April 21st and will likely
accelerate communication and pending deals. Jupiter in Libra is retrograde until
June 9 and most affects those of you with air signs around 13 degrees – Gemini, Libra,
and Aquarius as well as Cardinal signs Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capricorn. Saturn in

Sagittarius went retrograde on April 5 and goes direct on August 26. Those
of you born the last few days of Sagittarius, Pisces, Virgo and Gemini get the
full impact of how aspects to Saturn affect your relationships and social life. If
you have planets close to 27 degrees of Sagittarius or these signs, pay close
attention to the house where this retrograde occurs. On the World Stage,
current degrees show up in harsh aspect to transiting Venus in Pisces and are
pinging the war bells in the charts of Korea’s Kim Jong-un (his Jupiter,
Neptune and Mercury) and Syria’s Bashar al-Assad (hard aspects to Ceres and
natal Jupiter). You can be sure Russia will be affirming alliances and casting a
wary eye at what transpires. Neptune in Pisces affects individuals born March 2-5
during this time and could bring about the need for a reality check for your goals and
plans and a safety check for your electronic equipment. The Universe gets a jolt when
Mars in Gemini blasts Neptune in Pisces from the 10th-18th of May highlighting
respiratory tract infections, flu outbreaks, widespread hacking and fraud, scams and
blatant stretching of the truth. Understand that your plans need a touch of reality.
Pluto in Capricorn turns retrograde on April 20 and travels in harsh aspect to
transiting Jupiter in Libra for a short while, going direct on September 28th. Those
of you born around the 19th degree of cardinal signs Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capricorn
are likely to feel the most energy from these planetary travelers. Although you may
experience confusion or delays in decision-making, travel, and in completing tasks, the
inner direction of Pluto creates the perfect vibration for regeneration which becomes
more apparent when the retrograde ends. Organizations, governments and their
agencies, religious groups and corporations undergo significant change. Our planet
remains sensitive to shifting energies that come from the slower moving outer planets
Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. Chiron, the Wounded Healer is direct in Pisces most
affecting those born March 15-18. Take the lead if you are ready to resolve old issues
from the past that have created tension throughout your life. Face the truth and forge
ahead. As the square to Saturn and Venus intensifies, some of you born on these dates
make a big leap forward in the next two months. Look for opportunities to accomplish
cherished goals. Contact your astrologer to define important dates and trends because
every chart is unique and deserves personal interpretation. Dominant news reports call
for goal alignment especially through mid-July, even if you cannot act on them
entirely until after the August eclipses. Be thankful for your beautiful heart and use it
in joyful social, business, or romantic relationships as you welcome Taurus energy.
Personal development opportunities offer a new perspective during this cycle. Enjoy
perfecting the person you want to be.
LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES LATE APRIL 19 THROUGH MAY 20
April 19: Sun enters Taurus, 5:27 PM EDT
April 26: New Moon in Taurus, 8:16 AM EDT, 6° b 27’
May 10: Full Moon in Scorpio, 5:44 PM EDT, 20° h 25’
May 20: Sun Enters Gemini, 4:31 PM EDT
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PEOPLE, PLACES AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS
Here are tidbits of interest about people in the news. You have expressed an
overwhelming interest in the Trump White House and the daily reports coming from it.
Space does not permit full coverage – I’m averaging 10 requests a day for more
astrological insight – see the paragraph on the U.S. and the planetary lineup in the
section above. I included a summary and other items of interest.
DANCING WITH THE STARS: As I write this section, eight contestants are still in the
Season 24 race, so I will table details on finalists until the Gemini newsletter.
Contenders include Gemini Bonner Bolton; Pisces David Ross, Aquarius Heather
Morris, Libra Nancy Kerrigan, Libra Nick Viall, Gemini Normani Kordei, Aries Rashad
Jennings and Pisces Simone Biles. Note the sign composition and other astrological
facts: 1 Aries; 2 Gemini, 2 Libra, 1 Aquarius, 2 Pisces, Cardinal Signs: 3; Fixed Signs:
1; Mutable Signs: 4. Planets affecting these dancers: Jupiter for Libras, Gemini,
Aquarius and Aries; Uranus for Aries and Libra; Pluto for Aries, Pisces and Libra
contestants and Eclipses for Gemini, Pisces, and Aquarius. Who is your favorite? Stay
tuned.
White House rolls on. While many people slept the night of April 6, the U.S. sent 59
missiles into Syria. If you have been following my newsletters regarding the impact of
eclipses on the charts of a country and its leader, you may remember my comments on
how war would be on the horizon. I base these findings on aspects to the U.S. chart,
the 2017 Inauguration chart, and that of the President (June 14) who experiences four
eclipses this year that highly impact his natal planets and the conditions surrounding
the U.S. On April 13, the U.S. dropped the Mother of all Bombs on Afghanistan.
Meanwhile, it looks like White House staff continues to play musical chairs with
comings and goings excluding the President’s immediate family, an unprecedented
scenario, given that Eric Trump reports it was Ivanka’s suggestion that her father do
something about the child killings in Syria, so her father ordered the missile strike.
These dead souls are the same children The President will not give refuge to in the
U.S. Now enters Kim Jong Un (January 8), Chairman of the Workers’ Party of North
Korea, parading his missiles and determined to call President Trump’s bluff by setting
off missiles that reach the U.S. shores. Glad his latest strike failed. You can be sure
he’ll keep trying. Will the U.S. convince China to be the buffer between North and
South Korea or will they enlist the power of the U.S.? And when did the President flip
his opinion of China from that of a currency manipulator to the country that will rein
in power-hungry, missile flaunting North Korea? Is it any wonder that many of my
colleagues (Astrologers) see recent developments as the beginning of World War III?
Truth seekers balk at the lies, confusing references, alternative facts, passing the
buck or blaming others that fill the daily news, reporting that over 350 falsehoods
have already been spread by the Administration. Many U.S. citizens are skeptical of
information coming from The White House especially if miscast Press Secretary, Sean
Spicer (September 23) is delivering the briefing. Expect much more in the news about
secret dealings with Russia, deeper insight into Libra Devin Nunes’ “claims” (born
October 1) and more headlines regarding Paul Manafort (April 1), Steve Bannon
(November 27) and the man wearing a thousand hats, Jared Kushner (January 10).
You’ll be seeing these individuals and many others at upcoming hearings. Keep watch.
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Stephen Colbert: An enterprising and multi-talented Taurus born May 13, in
Washington, DC, Stephen is taking late night TV by storm. His show has been rated #1
in late night talk shows for 11 consecutive weeks as of this writing. Not only are his
hilarious interpretations of life in the Trump White House a huge success but so are his
clever skits and satires that show how well-versed and up-to-date he is on the daily
operation of politics and the role of Congress. No one who “didn’t get it” could do
what he does to showcase touchy political subjects that everyone is talking about and
bring them to life through comedy and satire. His chart is on fire with Mercury, Mars,
Jupiter and the Sun in Taurus showing his fantastic memory for details and the rapidfire delivery he executes with Uranus in Virgo in perfect trine to Mercury, Mars and
Jupiter; call it instant humor/connectivity. Stephen’s Moon in Gemini (wit,
communication, quick mind) falls on President Trump’s Sun while his progressed Sun is
now in Cancer conjunct the U.S. Sun in Cancer accelerating his interest in highlighting
the dramatic political conditions in our country.
Carla Hall: This southern-style chef and cookbook author is a Taurus born May 12 and a
co-host on ABC’s popular Emmy-winning daytime show, The Chew. Carla hails from
Nashville, TN, has been a model, caterer (her company is Alchemy, based in Silver
Spring, MD), and a two-time competitor on Top Chef, as well as a featured chef on
several network shows. Her new restaurant is Carla Hall’s Southern Kitchen located in
Brooklyn, NY. Carla is a double Taurus with Sun and Moon in the sign as well as
Mercury, Mars and Jupiter in Taurus, strong indicators of her determination and
dedication to creating culinary delights. With Venus and the Moon’s North Node in
Cancer Carla found her true calling in the kitchen developing tasty recipes to please
the palates of diverse foodies. Plate adornment is another specialty and Carla would
enjoy using a variety of serving pieces and decorations to showcase her food art. The
element earth dominates her chart with planets in Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn. Carla
has staying power and we will enjoy her cooking artistry for years to come.
READERS CORNER:
I received abundant mail from readers commenting on last month’s questions.
Several mentioned the couple who asked about chart compatibility and asked for more
material about this topic. Other readers identified strongly with the person who
wanted to change jobs and want more information on careers and seeking new
employment. We’ll cover these topics in future newsletters. Mail volume significantly
increased regarding health matters with readers submitting several health-related
questions. In this issue, I am providing an overview of how your chart and the planets
and signs relate to health matters. I don’t cover specific health questions in this
newsletter or diagnose health issues and suggest that you contact a medical
professional if you have them. Know that every degree in your chart corresponds with
a body part that gives you clues about where flare-ups are likely to occur or where you
have vulnerabilities – not necessarily that you WILL experience the problem but that
you have an opportunity to prevent the problem. After the reader’s question, I have
provided a summary of general health information related to astrology.
Q. Lately I have had several annoying health problems and want to know more
about the makeup of my chart so I can better understand what is taking place. I
appreciate any insight you can provide.
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A. You are a Taurus with the Sun in your 11th House of goals, associations
and friendships. The planets and houses often associated with health matters
include the Sun (vitality), Moon (emotions), Mars (stamina), Saturn (general
status of health along with the skeletal system), 1st House (personal
appearance and what is close at hand), 6th House (department of life that deals
with your health and well-being), and any aspects to affected planets that
influence how the health condition (s) plays out. Saturn in Sagittarius is
currently moving through your 6th House of health and you are experiencing
what is known as a Saturn return since you were born with Saturn in
Sagittarius. This transit is strongly affiliated with having the hip and joint pain
you cited. For more details schedule a personal consultation. In the meantime,
enjoy the summaries that describe what your natal chart reveals as well as the
parts of the body ruled by the planets and signs.
Your Astrology chart depicts:
 Soul’s Blueprint for a lifetime based on location and moment of birth
 Comprised of 12 Departments of Life in 360-degree circle
 What you came here to do in this lifetime – experiences, events,
people you wished to encounter
 Who your parents would be (attributes and relationship with you) and
what you may learn from them
 Mental and Physical Health
 Health Care and Related Career Paths
Body Parts Ruled by Planets











Sun:
Heart, general vitality
Moon:
Breasts, digestive system
Mercury: Nervous and respiratory system, arms
Venus:
Skin, eyes
Mars:
Level of strength, muscular system, blood
Jupiter: Healing ability, growths, liver
Saturn: Skeletal system, joints, teeth
Uranus: Circulatory and endocrine system
Neptune: Lymphatic and circulatory system
Pluto:
Sexual organs and reproductive system

Body Parts Ruled by Signs













Aries:
Head, face, eyes, nose, ears
Taurus: Neck, glands, ears
Gemini: Shoulders, lungs, arms
Cancer: Breast, chest, stomach
Leo:
Heart, spine
Virgo:
Intestines, spleen, solar plexus
Libra:
Kidneys, abdomen, pancreas
Scorpio: Colon, prostate, reproductive organs
Sagittarius: Hips, thighs, liver, gall bladder
Capricorn: Knees, teeth, skeletal system
Aquarius: Ankles, shins
Pisces:
Circulation, feet, lymphatic system
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Thank you to all who sent in questions and comments about earlier
newsletters. I will include more questions in Readers’ Corner next month. I’m glad you
liked the Aries issue and welcome your thoughts on this one.
QUOTE OF THE MONTH: WORDS OF WISDOM: “Believe in yourself. Do what you love.
Take chances.”
OFFICE HOURS






Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 11 am–6 pm.
Tuesday: 12-6 pm.
Thursday: 1-6 pm.
Saturday: 11 am-4 pm.
All other hours by special arrangement. No Sunday hours.

Information about the sign of the month is a general interpretation based on
solar charts and may not address the actual activity in your natal chart which uses
your time of birth. If this is your birthday month or if you are interested in learning
more about how the current cycles affect you, call me to schedule an appointment for
a personal consultation or a coaching session. For a unique approach give the gift of a
consultation or a written report to a loved one or associate. Gift certificates are
available in the amount of your choice. Refer a friend who could use a new
perspective and receive a $15 discount toward your next consultation. I look forward
to hearing from you.
EEnnjjooyy m
maannyy bblleessssiinnggss,,
Alice
Alice DeVille
Consulting Services
Office: (813) 374-5398
Follow me on Twitter@AstroOnDemand
www.astrologyondemand.com
NOTE: I continuously update both online and postal mailing lists. If you have moved in
the past six months, please send your current mailing address. To be removed from
the e-mail list or to make a mailing address change, send a message to
DeVilleAA@aol.com. Many thanks.
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